Care and Maintenance Guide
What a Difference Solid Surfaces Makes!

Cleaning and maintaining Solid Surfaces

Hygienic, stylish and enduring are words which
can be used when describing Solid Surfaces, the
hard wearing, environmentally friendly material
used for bar tops, commercial kitchen surfaces,
fast food counters etc.

No Solid Surface is self-cleaning! They are,
however, easy to maintain.

Work surfaces can suffer at the hands of many
users, knowing how to care for them will ensure
the minimum of maintenance.
Handle with care for your surfaces to look their
best! Getting used to Solid Surfaces
The first few months with the new Solid Surface
are about adjusting to the surface. At first the
surface will have a satin sheen finish, which,
with use, becomes even smoother with a more
silken finish.
Solid Surfaces are not High Maintenance. The
minimum of care will keep them looking as new,
just follow our simple guidelines.

For everyday cleaning, use any ordinary
household detergent, wiping with a soft cloth
and wiping dry to avoid watermarks. Always
ensure that residues from fats and oils are fully
removed.
Due to the nature of Solid Surfaces being non
porous, liquids and stains will not penetrate
deeper than the surface making removal simple.
Stains can be removed easily with the use of
soap and water.
Persistent stains can be eradicated with the
minimum of effort with the use of an abrasive
cleaner such as Cif® cream, wiping in circular
motion, rinsing and buffing with a Scotch Brite®
pad, or similar. Wipe with a soft cloth and dry.
Alternatively use Flash Gel with bleach® or
similar, soak, rinse and wipe dry. Perfect for tea,
coffee, alcohol and other stains, in fact, perfect
for all discolouration stains!

If a stain is persistent, try soaking the bowl with
a little bleach diluted in water. If the stain is still
visible, sand lightly with fine emery glass paper
and buff with the Scotch Brite® pad in circular
motion.
Restore the overall lustre of the surface
afterwards using a gentle abrasive powder
bleach such as Brite Powder (formerly Bar
Keepers Friend) or mild cream abrasive,
blending the scrubbed area into the entire
surface in a circular motion.
For hardwater build up around taps, use normal
limescale treatments following package
instructions.

The Crunch - Preventing Damage
Solid Surfaces are NOT indestructible! They can
be damaged by a number of things:
Heat: Should a hot pan, particularly cast iron, be
left for a prolonged period on your surface, it
will leave a white mark! It is best, therefore, to
always use heat protection such as hot bars
which can be integrated into the surface, or a
trivet with rubber feet. When putting hot pans
in the sink, pour a little cool water in the bottom
of the sink before putting the pan in to avoid
damage. If pouring boiling liquids into the sink,
turn on the cold tap at the same time to avoid
damage. If pouring fats and oils down the sink,
make sure to also keep the hot tap running to
clear.
Hot Water: Extremes of temperature can cause
undue stress to a Solid Surface sink. Always run
the cold tap first, adding hot water afterwards.
It is also good practice to aim the spout down
the drain. Water temperature should never be
more than 55C.

Scratches: Do not chop directly onto your Solid
Surface! From normal daily use Solid Surface will
develop slight scratch marks. Clean as normal to
keep everyday wear and tear to a minimum.
Darker colours will require a bit more attention.
Should the Solid Surface be accidentally
scratched or scored, it will normally be possible
for the end user to restore using methods
described earlier i.e Scotch Brite® pad.
Chemical Spillage: Spills of strong chemicals
such as paint stripper, oven cleaners, nail polish
remover etc should be flushed promptly with
plenty of soapy water, which should prevent any
damage to the surface. Prolonged and
undetected exposure may require attention
from us. Please be aware that if your surface is
particularly glossy, you should contact us prior
to conducting repairs as the surface finish of
your top may be affected and require repolishing in order to restore it to its original
condition.
Don’t Panic!
Be safe in the knowledge that should the
unthinkable happen and your surface becomes
damaged beyond your own repair, you can call
on us for expert advice or to simply conduct the
repair.
After a few years of use we can also “refresh”
your surface making it look as new.

Solid Surfaces look good even after many years
of use, with most damage easily dealt with and
the original surface restored, providing a long
term, renewable, tolerant surface.
We hope that the Surface you have chosen
fulfils your requirements and looks good for
years to come.
Recommended household cleaners
•
•
•
•

Gentle Abrasive Cleaner Bar Keepers
Friend® Windowlene
Mild Cream Abrasive Cif Cream®
Strong Surface Cleaner Flash Gel with
Bleach® Mr Muscle
Limescale Remover Viakal® Lime-Lite®

Other alternatives can be used if the basic
characteristics are the same.

Should you require any further help or advice,
please feel free to contact us at:
BSF Solid Surfaces Ltd
22 Tallon Road,
Hutton Industrial Estate,
Brentwood, Essex CM13 1TJ
Tel: 01277 263603
Fax: 01277 263605
Email: info@bsfsolidsurfaces.com
Web: www.bsfsolidsurfaces.com

